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Abstract--In this paper the problem is considered ofa vehicle, with bounded speed and the capability 
of instantaneous t rns, that tries to escape from a circular egion (such as from a radar) attached to a 
pursuer who has a bounded magnitude ofacceleration, but who has the capability o direct he acceleration 
in any direction instantaneously. The central question is under what circumstances, i.e. for which 
parameter values and initial conditions, can the pursuer keep the vehicle (also called the evader) forever 
under surveillance. A subset of the state space will be given from where the evader cannot escape. The 
state space for this problem isthree-dimensional andthe problem has analogies with the famous isotropic 
rocket game treated by Isaacs and Bernhard. The efforts to locate the (permanent) region of surveillance 
will be described and the phenomena associated with this region, such as barriers, envelope barriers, 
leaking corners, as well as a correlation with the homicidal chauffeur surveillance game, will be discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem to be described consists of a vehicle, E, with a bound on its speed and the capability 
of instantaneous turns, that tries to escape from a circular region attached to a pursuer, P (such 
as the region covered by a radar), who, on his turn, has a bounded magnitude of acceleration but 
has the capability to direct it to any desired direction. We investigate the problem of under which 
circumstances there exists a (permanent) surveillance region, a subset of the state space, from which 
the evader cannot escape. This region is parameterized by characteristic values of the game such 
as the bounds introduced above. 
Only very few surveillance vasion games have been solved so far. For two different problems 
along the same lines the reader is referred to [1] and [2]. For the current problem the game model 
resembles the famous isotropic rocket pursuit evasion game treated by Isaacs [3] and Bernhard [4] 
and the dimension of the state space equals three. 
We focus the efforts on the game of kind where we try to identify and construct a region 
of surveillance for player P (the pursuer). This is a nontrivial problem and we face many 
difficulties in both the analysis of the construction and the visualization of the results. Phenomena 
such as leaking corners of composite semipermeable surfaces, envelope barriers and singular corner 
curves are encountered. The analysis contributes towards the complete solution to this problem 
and it also provides more insight with respect o the theory of singular surfaces in differential games. 
In Section 2 the problem is posed mathematically both in a four- and in a three-dimensional 
frame. In addition, the objet:tive of the game is discussed and the properties of the transformations 
between the three- and four-dimensional frame are described. Though the problem described is the 
same, some properties are much easier analysed in a three-dimensional framework and others in 
a four-dimensional one. Therefore we switch occasionally from one description to the other one. 
Section 3 starts with a preliminary analysis and subsequently the primary field of trajectories in 
the game of degree is constructed, exhibiting the existence of barriers. Section 4 starts with the 
construction of the primary barrier of the game of kind. Unfortunately, this barrier has a leaking 
corner. Subsequently a preliminary discussion of this situation and some remedies are given and 
a link to the homicidal chauffeur surveillance vasion game is suggested. The latter game is treated 
in detail in the Appendix. Formulas for an envelope barrier are evaluated in Section 6, followed 
by some results and figures from numerical calculations (Section 7). Some concluding remarks are 
given in Section 8. 
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2. MODELL ING ISSUES 
In this section two different descriptions of the same dynamical interaction of the two players 
P and E will be given. The interrelation of these two descriptions, one refers to a four-dimensional 
model and the other to a three-dimensional one, is also given. The cost function is introduced also 
in this section. 
2.1. The real frame 
Let E.~ and E., be fixed orthogonal unit vectors defining a reference frame in the plane where the 
real game takes place. The relative position of E with respect o P is ~ = rxEx + ryEy and the velocity 
of P is g = vxE.~ + v>,~y. The scales of time and length are normalized in such a way that the maximal 
speed of E and the radius of the circular region from where E tries to escape are both one. Within 
the setup we can define the game in a four-dimensional state space as follows. The state vector 
is (~', ~')', where (') denotes transpose; t: e R 2, g e R 2. The game set, i.e. that part of the 
four-dimensional state space from where E tries to escape, is given by I 1.< 1. The target set is 
= 1.  
The equations of motion are (the dot denotes derivative with respect o time): 
~-- -~ +i/~, Iil~<l, (1) 
b=fa, I f l  <~F, (2) 
where a and ~ are control vectors of length one in R 2. P chooses the direction a while E chooses 
/~. In addition, P chooses f, the magnitude of the aeeerelation bounded by F and E chooses i, the 
magnitude of his velocity bounded by 1. 
2.2. The relative frame 
The origin is attached to P and the y-axis points in the direction of the velocity vector 3. We 
shall work with both Cartesian and cylindrical components. The state vector in this frame is either 
(x,y,v) or (r,O,v). See Fig. 1 for the details. The game set is either {(x,y,v)lx2+y2<<. 1} or 
{r,O,v)l[r ]<. 1}. the target set is {(x,y,v)lx2+y2= 1} or {(r,O,v)lr=l}. The equations of 
motion are 
~= -f---Ysin~ +i  sin ff, 
)~ =f_x sin ~b + i cos ~b - v, 
v 
i) = fcos  ~b, 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Fig. 1. Reference frames. 
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or, equivalently, 
i = i cos(~0 - 0)  - v cos  0, 
0 = - f -  sin ~b + / sin(~O - 0) + v sin 0, 
v r r 
=fcos  ~b. 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
2.3. The game objectives 
We shall mainly concentrate one the "game of kind" where only two possible outcomes are 
considered; evasion (i.e. [J:l > 1) and surveillance (If[ ~< 1). Players P and E have obviously a 
reversed order of preference with respect o those outcomes. 
We shall also consider the "game of degree", where the possible outcomes are the time necessary 
to escape and surveillance. In case of surveillance this can be interpreted as the time necessary to 
escape is infinity. Player E prefers minimum escape time whereas P prefers a maximal escape time 
(and if possible qual to infinity). In a surveillance game E is the minimizer and P is the maximizer 
of the time necessary to terminate the game (the game terminates when I~[ > 1). 
In the game of degree the value function is denoted by J(f, g) and the corresponding adjoint 
vectors are 
(J~, g,,) = vJ(~, ~); s~ = (J,x, Jr>. ), J~ = (J,,,, Jr,. ). 
In the game of kind the value function J(~, t~) is related to the normal ~7 to the so-called 
game-surfaces a
= ( j , ,  j;~)'. 
This will become clearer in Section 7. Please note that we use the same symbol J for two different 
value functions. The adjoint vectors in the relative space, with respect o either the game of degree 
or the game of kind, will be denoted by (Jx, Jy, Z) '  or (Jr, Jo, J~,)' respectively. For the meaning 
of the symbols 4~, ~ and 0 the reader is again referred to Fig. 1. 
2.4. Transformations between the frames 
In this section we consider the transformation from the real to the relative frame. It is easy to 
derive the following expressions, which will be used later on: 
v 2 = g.g; (9) 
f ,g  
]x l=  v ' sgnx=sgn[(~*g).(Ex,Ey)]; (10) 
f .g  
y = ; (11) 
v 
J~. = J~'------~', (12) 
v 
Igxl = IJ * el 
v 
J~.g 
Jy=- -  
v 
sgn Jx = sgn[(J~ • g). (~ • Ey)]; (13) 
(14) 
In these expressions the symbol " , "  refers to the outer product and the symbol " . "  to the 
inner product. By abuse of notation we will quote often write x = (~,  g)/v and Jx = (J~* g)/v 
instead of (10) and (13), respectively, in the text to come. The meaning of (10) and (13) is however 
retained. 
2.5. Invariance relations in the real frame 
The fact that the game can be modelled in either the real (four-dimensional) or the relative 
(three-dimensional) frame can be stated equivalently by saying that J(f, 6) essentially depends on 
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only three arguments. A possible choice for these arguments i :[  l, and ?.  f and we can write 
formally 
J(~, ~) = v(~. ~, ~- v, ~. ~). 0 5) 
We can now derive equivalent forms of relation (15). 
If we rotate g and ? by the same angle E about a vertical axis through P the value should remain 
the same, For small E we can write this as 
J(~ + E~= • ~, g + E~= • g) = J(~, g). (16) 
The first term in a Taylor expansion about (V, g) is 
[J,. (~= • ~) + J~. (~ • ~)]. 
Since the sum of all higher order terms converges to zero more rapidly then the first term as 
E ~ 0 we necessarily have to have that 
J,-(~= * :) + J~" (~= * ~) = 0, 
or, equivalently, 
J~* ~ + J~.6 =O. (17) 
For given ~ we can decompose any g in the directions of ~ and ~l (where ~± is a unit normal to 
~). We can use this decomposition to express the symmetry about 0 = 0 that is implied by (15): 
J(f, af + bf 1) = J(f, af - bf±), (18) 
where a is arbitrarily real and where b is an arbitrary positive number. Again we can obtain a 
differential form from (18) by considering infinitesimal b. The first terms in the Taylor expansions 
about (f, af) are 
-JF.(r,a~)'bf ± and J~,(~, M).br ±. 
Since the sum of all higher terms in each expansion converges to zero more rapidly than the first 
terms do as b ~0, we must have, by (18), that 
- J ; ( f ,  ae), f± = J~(e, a?). e ± (19) 
and therefore in the symmetry-plane, where f I1 , either Je = 0 or we encounter a discontinuity in
Je. (Recall that adjoint vectors are discontinuous at dispersal surfaces, focal surfaces and switch 
envelope surfaces.) 
3. THE GAME OF DEGREE 
In Sections 3.1 and 3.2 we will deal with the usable part and some general formulas for the 
optimal controls. These preliminary results will be used later on in the forthcoming (sub-)sections. 
3.1. The usable part 
We shall adopt the convention that normal vectors on the boundary surfaces (of the target set 
and otherwise) point into the surveillance region. The normal to the target set at a point (~:, g:) 
is therefore ~ = -? f .  A necessary condition for evasion through such a point (~:, gy) on the target 
set is 
max,.: n]in. { -~: . ( -g  + i/~)} < 0. (20) 
Obviously the minimization i  (20) is achieved by/~y II 6 and the set "UP" of such "evasion points" 
(the Usable Part in Isaacs' terminology) is defined by the requirement ~:.g/< [r:[ = 1 or 
equivalently, in the cylindrical frame, v/cos O/< 1. On the boundary of this set (BUP--boundary 
of usable part) we have 
ff'gf = I as well as gf.~f = I. 
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3.2. The optimal controls 
The first Isaacs equation asserts that the optimal controls satisfy 
max min[J:(-g + il~)+ J~.f~ + 1]. 
~,f g.; 
So, evidently (the optimal controls are provided with an asterisk), 
i* ~ l, 
f *  =F ,  
Similarly, we get in the relative frame 
/~* 11 - Je  if Jr # O, 
~* IIJo if J~#O. 
and 
maxmin{J~(-~sindp+isin~k)+Jy(f--Xv sindp+ic°s~k-v) ¢ 
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(21) 
(22) 
- I J ,  1 =0. 
Specializing (28) for (fy, vz) we obtain 
k -kef.6:.+ 1 =0 
-1 
k .=- -  
Jr(6, 6) = kFf. (27) 
The requirement hat at (~:, 6y) player E guarantees termination, implies that ~ '  IIf:. Recalling 
(22) we conclude that k < 0. 
The second Isaacs equation gives 
(28) 
-1  
1 -Pf.6f' Jv(~I' gz) = 1 -F f6r  FI" (29) 
and from (25) that 
and therefore 
(sin ~b*, cos ~k*) II ( -  J~, - Jy ) if ~ 2 Jx+Jy~O, 
(sindp*,cosdp*)]](xdy-yJx, vJ,,) ifv2J~+(xJy-ydD:#O. 
Notice that the optimal controls have the same form in both the game of degree and the game of 
kind (in the latter case the term + 1 in (21) is missing). 
3.3. Terminal values of Jr, J~ 
Let (V z, gz) belong to the interior of the UP. We obviously have 
](~:, 6:) = J(~:, 6: + Ag) = 0 (24) 
J(F/q- Ar ±, tYf) = J(F/, 6f) = 0 (25) 
where Ag is a small velocity increment and Ar ± is a small vector perpendicular to ~:. We can 
conclude from (24) that 
J,(e s, g:) = 0 (26) 
{ i v )  } 
maxmin J ,(vcos(~b-O)-vcosO)+Je sin q~ +-  sin(~b - O) +-  sin O +J~Fcos~b+l  , 
~ r r 
(23) 
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3.4. The adjoint equations 
Derivatives with respect o the retrograde time ~; z = ty-  t, are indicated by a superscript (% 
With respect o such derivatives, the differential equations for the adjoint equations are 
-1  
J~ = O, J,('r = O) = __F:"--~r - (30) 
Je = - J , ,  Je(z = O) = 0 (31) 
of which the solutions are 
-1  
J~(z )  = I - F:.~: F:; (32) 
J e (z )  = 1 - F : .~:  ~:" (33) 
3.5. The primary field of optimal trajectories 
Obviously, l~* = F:= (t* and i* = 1 , f *  = F and the equations of motion along the optimal 
trajectories are 
t~ = -FF/ ;  6(z = O) = tTf; (34) 
o 
r = ~ - F:; F(z = 0) = F:, (35) 
from which it follows that 
Notice that 
where 
Clearly 
~(~ ) = ~: -  F~: ;  
F(,Q = z ty f+ (1 - z - ½F~2)~f.  
(36) 
(37) 
- ~ = Q(~)~: (38) 
1 ) (l - FT) 2 
Q(z)= l - z + ½Fr 2= 1-~-~ + 2~ 
v2(¢) = [v~ - (~:. ~:)~1 + [~:.~:-  F¢] 2. 
We may dot-multiply (38) by ~ to get 
:'~ - ~v2 = Q~s'~ = Q[~s'~s- F~]. 
Recalling (11) we obtain 
[~:.~:- F~] 
y(z) = v(z) Q(x) + xv(z). 
If we pre-cross-multiply (38) by F we obtain 
-~  • ~ = Q~ • ~:--- ~Q~:, ~: 
so that 
~ * ~ = Q~:* ~:. 
i x (T ) l  = Q(~)[v}- @:" p:),],/2 
v(,) 
Recalling (10) we obtain 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Using (12), (13) and (14) we get 
• 4 , (0  = 
y , (z )  = 
J~(~)  = 
Notice that 
x2(z) + Lv(z ) _ zv(z)]2 = Q2(z) 
T 
v(1 - f:.6:) [~:'v:- Fv]; (42) 
-1  
v(1 - If.f/)[rf'gf- Fz] ;  (43) 
-1  
v(1 - ~s" es)[v~ - (el. ~i)~1 ~/~. (44) 
(45) 
4. THE GAME OF K IND 
so that at sections v = constant of the game set the isochrone curves are circles of radius Q(O 
centered at (0, w)! Figure 2 shows isochrone curves for F = 2 and F = 3/8 at two typical sections. 
The figure also shows that we encounter barrier surfaces [to be expected as ~:.f:--, 1 in (42)--(44)] 
and regions in the game set that are not covered by the field of primary trajectories constructed 
so far. 
In the following we shall concentrate our investigation to the question whether there exist closed 
surveillance regions where the pursuer can guarantee surveillance for indefinite time. To do so we 
shall now treat the "game-of-kind" and focus our efforts on the construction of semipermeable 
surfaces. 
In this section we will construct barrier paths for the game of kind. Parts of these paths will be 
used in the next session in order to construct a surveillance region (i.e. to shield off those points 
F • 318 
F ,2  V ,, 12/10 V . 
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V • 6 /10 V 
Fig. 2. Isoehrone curves in v --constant sections for the game of degree. 
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from where indefinite surveillance is possible from points from where the evader can eventually 
escape). 
4.1. Terminal values of J~, J~ 
Let us construct barrier paths that emanate from the BUP (boundary of usable part). At first 
we have to specify (Jx(O), Jy(O), J~,(O)), note that the argument ~= 0 denotes the final time, which 
are the components of the normal to the barrier at the BUP. 
Let us represent the BUP as a function of the parameter 0 I
x = hx(O:) = sin 0:; 
y = hAO :) = cos o:; 
1 
v = h,,(O:) = cos 0:" (46) 
The components of a tangent o the BUP at O/are given by 
0hx 
Os = cos  of; 
Oh:, = _ sin 0:; 
Os 
Oh,_..:, = sin 0: (47) 
Os cos = O/ 
It is necessary that (Jx(O), JyO), J,,(O)) be orthogonal to this tangent: 
sin 0 I
Jx cos 0:- J, sin O/+ J" co---~-0: = 0. (48) 
The second Isaacs equation constitutes another relation between the components of this 
normal: 
- ( Jx+Jy)  +F J~+ -v J ,=O. (49) 
v 
A solution of (48) and (49) gives 
L(0)  = o; 
J~(0) = - sin 0:; 
J:,(0) = - cos o:. (50) 
We may now transform (50) to the four-dimensional frame in order to get 
or, equivalently; 
r~(O)-- -sinO:; J,~(O)-- -sinO:; 
r,(O)= -cosO:; J,,,(O)= -cosO/; 
vAO)=O; &~(O)=O; 
v,(O)=v:; Jo,.(o)=o, 
~(o) = e:; 
o(o) = ~:; 
:,(0) = -e:; 
JAO) = o. 
(51) 
(52) 
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4.2. The adjoint equations 
The adjoint equations are 
L = o, :,(0) = -5 ,  (53) 
Je = - Je ,  Je(O) = 0, (54) 
and the solution is easily obtained: 
:,(~) = - : : ;  (55) 
J~(*) = ,?f. (56) 
4.3. Formulas for  the primary barrier paths 
The optimal strategies are again/~* = a* = ~:, i* = 1,f* = F and we can obtain the barrier paths 
by solving 
= -Fe f ,  g(O) = gy, (57) 
: = v - r s, ~(o) = ~s,  (58) 
and obtain the same equations as (36) and (37): 
?(z ) = ,g:+ (1 - z - ½ Fr2)?/; 
? - ,6 = Q(z)?f. (59) 
We may therefore use the relations (39) and (44) and specialize them for the paths that emanate 
from the BUP where rz" gf= 1! We get 
a lso  
• v2(z) = (v~ -- 1) + (1 -- F*) 2, (60) 
(1 -F , )  
y(z )  = - -  Q(z)  + zv(z), (61) 
v(O 
x(z) (v~-- 1) 1/2 
= Q( , ) ,  (62)  
v(z) 
dx(*) = (v~ - -  1) i/2 
v(z) ' (63) 
- (1  -FO 
L , (O= v(,) ' (64) 
d,.(,) = "t(l -F , ) . ,  (65) 
v(O 
r2(,) -- ¼F2z ' + [v~ - (F + l)], 2 + l, 
7(,) .  g( , )  = l + ½F2, 3 - F /2 ,  2 + [v~ - (F + 1)]z. 
4.4. Properties o f  the barrier paths 
Property 1. Barrier paths emanate from the BUP into the game set 
l ~<v}~< 1 +F .  
Proof. This is an immediate result of (66). 
Property 2. For F ~< ½ the barrier paths reach the plane x = 0 at the time 
1 (1 - 2F~ '/2 
*k=?-\ r2 ) 
on the  l ine  y = *kV. 
(66) 
(67) 
( r< l )  only for 
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Proof This follows from the fact that Q('Ck) = 0 and from equation (61). This is similar to the 
same property of barrier paths in the isotropic rocket game. 
Property 3. For F > ½ all the barrier paths with 1 ~< v~ ~< 1 + F reach the boundary of the game 
set. 
Proof We designate f~ = [(F + 1) - v~] I/2, z: = (2/F) f~, equation (66) then gives r2(%) -- 1. Note 
that the range of fl is 
o n (68) 
Property 4. Only barrier paths that emanate from 1 ~< v~ < F reach the boundary of the game 
set on the NUP (the "non usable part"). 
Proof From (67) we have 
2f~ 3 2fF 
7('r=)" 6(%) - 1 = - -  (69) 
F F 
and the right-hand side of (69) is positive for v~ < F. 
Property 5. If F > 1 then paths that emanate from 1 ~< v~ < F have a minimum in r at 
T r = (%//2/F)  ~'~. 
Proof This is an immediate result of (66). Also 
~4 
r2(z,)= 1 F2. (70) 
Notice that r2(,,) = 0 only for fl = x /~ which represents he barrier path that emanates from v~ = 1 
and stays in the x = 0 plane. 
Property 6. For F > ½ barrier paths that emanate from 1 ~< v~ ~< F + 3/4 attain a minimum in v 
at ,,, = 1/F before they reach the boundary of the game set. 
Proof This is an immediate result of (60) and of property 3. 
Property 7. The innerproduct of g(*m) and 7y is zero. 
Proof This follows from (59). 
Property 8. The quantities x(T), v(¢) and Q(z) are symmetric in time with respect o Tin; that 
is, for any b we have 
x(z,, + b) -- x(x,. - b), 
Q( m + b) = - b), 
v(z,. + b) = v(T,. -- b). 
Proof It follows from (38), (60) and (62). 
Property 9. If F > ½ and if 1 ~< v~ ~< F + 3/4 we have x(z.,) = 1 - 1/(2F)! 
Proof This follows from (62). 
Property 10. For F > ½ barrier paths that emanate from F ~< v~ ~< F + ½ intersect themselves inside 
the game set. 
Proof Define bs = (2F + 1 - 2v~) 1/2. 
We have 
and from (61) it now follows that 
and from property 8 
(71) 
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notice that for v} = F: b~ ffi 1; and for v} = F + ½: b, = 0. Note that (71) also holds for v} < F but 
the intersection occurs outside the game set. 
Property 11. For F > ½ the states of all barrier paths with 1 ~< v} ~< F satisfy 
y(zm) =
and the barrier paths with F ~< v~ ~< F + ½ satisfy 
y(z,) = 
where z, = 1/F + b,. 
v(~m) 
F 
v(~,) 
F 
Proof. This follows from (60) and (61). This means that both the locus of minimum speed and 
the locus of self-intersection points are in the y = v/F plane! 
4.5. The primary barrier 
With the help of the properties discussed in Section 4.4 we can interpret he shapes of the regions 
that are not covered by the manifolds of primary trajectories of the same of degree in the various 
sections v = constant (see Fig. 2). 
Indeed, for F > 1 we do obtain a region in the game set which is completely eaclosed by the 
manifold of barrier paths that emanate from 1 ~< v} ~< F + ½ and by a piece of the NUP of the target 
set! 
This enclosure can be decomposed into two kinds. The part that corresponds to 1 ~< v} <<. F is 
smooth inside the game set and has a shape that resembles a "birds-nest", symmetric with respect 
to the x = 0 plane and with openings along the barrier paths that emanate from v} = F (recall that 
this path intersects itself at the BUP!). The part that corresponds to F ~< v} ~< F + ½ consists of paths 
that intersect hemselves closing the opening by a sharp edged lip that extends from v} = F on the 
BUP to the point (x,.,y,., v,) with 
x, .=y, .=l  2F' v,.= F - -  . (72) 
(This point is a stationary point of the game where .~(¢*, 0")=3~(¢ *, 0 ' )= 0(4~*)= 0!) 
We are now going to discuss the conditions at the corners. The enclosure that was previously 
described is a composite surface. Thie primary barrier ("BI") intersects the target set along the BUP 
(along the locus defined by 1 ~< v~ ~< F + ½, ~ = 0) and also at the NUP (along the locus defined by 
1 <~ v~ ~ F, z = ~: = 2/F [(F + 1) - v}] I/2. The primary barrier intersects itself, forming a sharp 
corner (along the locus defined by property 10). Such an enclosure can be considered "closed" for 
player E only if player P can guarantee that the corners do not "leak"! 
Let (x ,y ,v)  be a point on a corner between a semipermeable surface B, and another 
semipermeable surface B~. Let ~ J (Jx, Jy, J[,), e J*, ~ bt*, i = 1, 2 be the components of the normals and 
the respective controls for those surfaces. In general, player P can assure that, while he employs 
¢ i., the surface B2 will not be crossed in an undesired sense if 
min J~. ~ (q~ '% ~) + J~.P (¢ ~*, ~k) + J~. ~) (¢ 1.) I> 0. (73) 
When we check our case we find that (73) is satisfied along the BUP (there the junction is 
smooth!) and at the corner with the NUP. It is not satisfied, however, along the lip-corner! The 
enclosure cannot therefore be considered as a surveillance region for player P! 
5. PREL IMINARY DISCUSSION ABOUT THE EXISTENCE OF A 
SURVEILLANCE REGION 
There is not doubt that for certain parameter values, F, the game set can be partitioned into 
an escape region and into a (nonempty) surveillance region. The argument is that while player E 
can guarantee his escape for x > 1 - 1/2F simply by moving perpendicularly to the initial line of 
sight, player P can always use the strategies of the homicidal chauffeur surveillance game (see [1]). 
C.A.M.W.A. 18/I-~==.C 
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In [1] it was shown that for some range of parameters player P can maintain surveillance over part 
of the plane v = constant. 
In order to find a surveillance region for player P for the current situation we must now 
look for possibilities to discart part of the primary barrier and adjoin the remaining part to 
new surfaces in either a smooth manner (with common normals) or a dispersive way [see (73)]. 
See also the solution to the dolichobrachistochrone game where similar constructions were 
done [5-7]. 
One possibility to form a new surface that joins smoothly is to use Isaacs' idea of an "envelope 
barrier". Isaacs argued (see Section 8.5 in [3]) that if in a game of n dimensions a player can choose 
controls that restrict he trajectories to an (n - 1) dimensional subset of the NUP we can locate 
(n - 2) dimensional curves which are semipermeable with respect a reduced order game player on 
this set of the NUP. If a manifold of tributaries to this curve can be constructed, then it is a 
semipermeable surface (envelope barrier). 
This idea was used by Isaacs [3] and Bernhard [2] to "close" the barrier in the isotropic rocket 
pursuit evasion game for some range of the parameter F. The envelope barrier was constructed 
as a manifold of tributaries to a "safe contact" curve (a curve with f = 0), emanating from the point 
v/= (F + 1) 1t2 on the BUP and semipermeable with respect o a reduced order game played on the 
NUP when player E restricts r to f = 0. 
Unfortunately we cannot use this idea here because in the surveillance vasion game player E 
would prefer to escape rather than to maintain f = 0 when the state is on the boundary of the target 
set. (Recall that Player P does not control f at all.) Nevertheless, we can extend those ideas by 
noticing that we need not limit ourselves only to subsets of the NUP as game sets for the reduced 
order game. 
Indeed, player P, in our game, can restrict he trajectories to the plane v = vs by restricting his 
control set to [~1= ~/2. The reduced order game on the v = v~ plane is then the "homicidal 
chauffeur surveillance vasion game"! Therefore we can try to use the barrier lines of this game 
(described in great detail in the Appendix and [3]) for the construction of an envelope barrier for 
the isotropic rocket surveillance vasion game. 
6. THE ENVELOPE BARRIER 
Following the ideas of Section 5 let us consider the barrier of a homicidal chauffeur evasion game 
for v = v, -- constant o bc also a corner path in the isotropic rocket surveillance vasion game of 
kind and let us construct he manifold of its tributaries. 
6.1. The conditions at the junction of the tributaries to the corner path 
Let (xs, ys, v,) be a point on the barrier of the homicidal chauffeur surveillance vasion game 
with v = vs (sec Fig. 3). At this point we have two "optimal" velocity vectors. The vectorf(~'*,  ~*)  
corresponds to the barrier strategies on the corner path in the homicidal chauffeur surveillance 
game and the vector f (~'* ,  ~ '*) corresponds to the barrier strategies on the incoming tributaries 
of the isotropic rocket surveillance game. 
Similarly we have two normals at (x,y,,vs). The normal ~S(x,,y,,vs) with components 
V$ , V$ 
v-v, x I 
Fig. 3. The conditions at the corner path. 
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V$ s -p ( x, v:., v~) corresponds to the surface v = v, = constant and the normal v (x.,y~, vs) with com- 
ponents (J~, J):, J~t) corresponds to the envelope barrier: 
~s=-~.~ vy=0,  v~,"=-a, a~O.  (74) 
(We must remember that v = v~ is not semipermeable but is dominated by player P.) The corner 
path belongs to the envelope barrier so its tangents hould be orthogonal to ~7': 
f(q~'*, ~b 2,). ~, = 0. (75) 
Here f is a vector function, not to be confused with the acceleration f as introduced in (3)-(5). 
Equation (75) gives, noticing that ~) = 0, 
J~. ~(~b ~*, ¢ "*) + Jy .¢(~b ~*, ¢~*) = 0. (76) 
In the homicidal chauffeur surveillance game we, however, have 
js..~(~bs,, ~bs,) + j~. ~(~s,, i//s,) = 0, (77) 
where J~ and Jy are the components of the normal to the barrier in the v = v, plane. Recalling that 
player E is the minimizer in both cases we can conclude that 
J~ = J~, J~ = J;. (78) 
and consequently (see (A9) and Section 3) 
,, = ¢s, at the junction! (79) 
Consider now the maximization problem (corresponding to the isotropic rocket surveillance 
game): 
max "~' .f(q~, ¢'*) = 0. (80) 
We know that ~b'* solves (80) so that 
~' .f(~b'*, ¢ '*) = 0. (81) 
Substituting (78), (79) in (77) and recalling that t)(~b s*) = 0 we obtain 
~' 'f(q~'*, ¢ '*) = 0. (82) 
We observe that the nature of the problem (80) yields a unique solution when yJ'~ - xJ'y ~ O. 
So in our case at the junction we have 
~b '* - q~'*. (83) 
Also q~s* = n/2, so by Section 3 we get that at the junction 
L" = 0. (84) 
Notice that both optimal controls are continuous at the junction and it is this fact (like in Isaacs' 
envelope barrier) that provides us with sufficient data for the construction of the tributaries! 
6.2. Construction of  the tributary paths 
the transformations of Section 2 in order to solve for the tributaries in 4 Let us employ 
dimensions: 
rx (0) = xs; J,, (0) = J.~; 
ry (o) = ys; Jr,, (o) = J ; ;  
v.(O) = O; J,,x (O) = A~/v.; 
vy (0) = v~; J,, (0) = 0; 
A, -~ xsJ~ - y,J~ 
v, 
(85) 
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[We have used (17) to evaluate J~ !]. The adjoint oquations along the tributary paths are 
Hence 
L = o, J,(o) = [J~, J~], 
4= -J,,  J~(O) = V~,o].  
LV~ _1 
J~(z) = [J~,, J~,]; 
[ A*- J~T _ j~ , ] .  
A,  - -  Vs 
~*(~) = [-s~,, - J ; ] .  
The path equations for the tributaries arc 
= -- Fci*, 
which gives 
141 - J : z  + (J~*)~ = 
~(0) = [o, vA, 
6(z)= F ji ~dt ,  v,+F ;o r J~t ~ d t  
and 
r ffi g - t~*, ~(0) = [x.y,], 
which yields 
I -s A~ 
~(z) x, + JIz + F f~ "" axt = j i~dtdz ,  y,+d;, 
(86) 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
Recalling (78) and (AI4) we have 
which is the same as 
F~,] 1 
+ 
(92) 
(93) 
J, ffi -~  [yJx - xJA - J .  (91) 
We can use the reverse transformations to obtain the formulas in the three-dimensional frames. 
Equation (89) indicates that v(z)ffi [t~(z).g(z)] ~/2 has two types of "behaviour'. In tributaries of 
the first type v (z) first decreases and later increases (like the primary barrier paths) while in the 
second type v(z) increases monotonously. The specific point I~,,y,I on the homicidal chauffeur 
surveillance vasion barrier that separates the two types is obtained by requiting J :  [0] ffi 0. It is 
easy to show that 
+ v,z + F dt dz . (90) 
as  
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Fig. 4. The critical case of a barrier in the homicidal chauffeur evasion game. 
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We can use (A15) to obtain (£~, fis). The limit case when a construction i volving such (.fs,)7) 
is possible is when the barrier of the homicidal chauffeur surveillance evasion game just terminates 
at (£s,Ys) (see Fig. 4). The geometry of such a case gives that (:¢s, 3~,) exists when 
V 2 1) 1/2 I> rs; 1 - 
_F _ (v 2 _ 1)1/2 i> Fz__ 2 >1 0. (94)  
v I) 
7. RESULTS 
Composite surfaces were constructed numerically for various F and vs. Some cross sections at 
v = v, of the composite regions are given in Table 1. 
In all the cases when there exists a point (£s,)7,) on the barrier in the homicidal chauffeur 
surveillance evasion game we obtain a surveillance region for player P bounded by the plane v = vs 
and the composite manifold that consists of barrier paths that emanate from the BUP for 1 ~< v/<<. v, 
and those tributaries to the barrier of the homicidal chauffeur surveillance evasion game that arrive 
from the side v <~ v, of the v = v, plane. 
The tributaries to the barrier of this homicidal chauffeur surveillance vasion game differ 
considerably from the barrier paths for vs ~< v) ~< F + 1 that we discarded but they lie remarkably 
adjacent o their manifold. 
Notice that for y >>. F ly  the primary barrier paths go in + v sense while the envelope barrier paths 
go in -v  direction. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The isotropic rocket surveillance vasion game resembles the pursuit evasion version in some 
aspects but its analysis is rather different. 
The main effort of this work was aimed at constructing a surveillance region and surveillance 
Table 1 
Figure F v~ vc 
5 10 I.I 1.1 
6 10 1.89 1.89 
7 5.626 1.015 1.015 
8 5.626 1.015 0.7 
F-1  Primary paths • 
Envetope paths x ® Vs -1 .89  
F ' I  
Primary paths • 
Envetope paths x ® Vs- 1.1 
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Fig. 5. Primary paths, homicidal chauffeur barrier and Fig. 6. Primary paths, homicidal chauffeur barrier and 
envelope barrier; v~ = 1.1; F = 10. envelope barrier; vs = 1.89; F = 10. 
strategies for the pursuer. This appeared to be nontrivial as the primary barrier surfaces happened 
to have leaking corners. 
In order to overcome this difficulty we linked between the three-dimensional isotropic rocket 
surveillance game and a corresponding two-dimensional homicidal chauffeur surveillance evasion 
game. The barrier curve of the latter was used as a singular corner path for the construction of 
envelope barriers that seal the leak and form a surveillance region that is very close to the v = vs 
part of the primary barrier [vs is the maximal speed where the corresponding homicidal chauffeur 
surveillance evasion game has a "(~s, )Ts) point"]. 
The extension of the surveillance region beyond v = vs was not attempted in this work and 
remains a subject for further research. 
F - 5 .626 F =5.626 Primary paths • Primary paths . 
Envetopepaths x • Vs=t .015  EnveLope paths x • V ,=1.015 
Fig. 7. Primary paths, homicidal chauffeur barrier and Fig. 8. Primary paths, homicidal chauffeur barrier and 
envelope barrier; v~ = 1.015; F = 5.626. envelope barrier; v~ = 1.015; F = 5.626; v,. = 0.7. 
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APPENDIX  
Barriers in the Homicidal Chauffeur Surveillance Evasion Game of Kind 
Let us obtain the formulation of this game from the isotropic rocket surveillance game by restricting ~ to [~ I = n/2. 
The equations of motion are 
~ =-FY~b + sin~, ]~bl ~< I; (AI) 
V 
or in polar notation 
Fx 
) = - -  ~b + cos ¢, - v; (A2) 
V 
f = cos(y - 0) - v cos 0; (A3) 
__F¢~ sin(¢ -0 )  
+ - -  4- v sin 0. (A4) 0 
V r r 
Player P chooses ~b(~ = + 1 is a right turn) and player E chooses ~b. The target set is: {(x,y)[x 2+ y2 + 1} or {(r, O)[r = 1} 
and the normal to the target set ~ is pointed into the center. 
The BUP points (1, 0 s) are found from 
max min[v cos 0 - cos(¢ - 0)] = 0, (A5) 
which gives 
08 m COS- I __[. 
t: 
The optimal controls are determined from the first Isaacs equation (ME-  1): 
minmaxJ f  , L v 
Denote 
A m = xS, - y:~ 
and we obtain 
(sin ¢*, cos ¢/*) ]J ( -  J~, Jy); 
q~*fsgnA m forA  mr0 .  
The BUP point in the first quadrant (the other is symmetric) can be represented as 
x(0) = sin 0 B -- hx(Oa), 
y(0) - cos 0B = hA0a), 
where 0 refers to the retrogade time ~ = 0. It is necessary that (Jx(0), Jy(0)) satisfy 
~ j  0hi 0 
and so 
J, (0)cos 0s - J,(0) sin 0 a -- 0. 
The second Isaacs equation gives another relation between Jx(0) and Jx(0): 
[J~(o) + J,2(o)F~ - va,(o) = o. 
(A6) 
(A7) 
(AS) 
(A9) 
(Al0) 
(AI I) 
(A12) 
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So Jr(0)~<0 and the requirement for termination gives that also Jx(0)~<0. 
J~(O)= - s in  Os, J;.(0) = -cos  Os. The adjoint equations give 
F 
L.=7,*J,., 
3> = - -~ ,L ,  
t~ 
/], = - vJ~, 
Because of .~#(0)=(v 2 -  1)1/2>0 we have adjacent 
z ~< ~, = 20t -- Os)v/F 
• (~ (0) = - sin 0 B, 
J,.(O) = -cos  0B, 
A solution of (A l l )  and (AI2) is 
A)(O) = 0. (AI3) 
to termination ~ = I and the solution of (A13) gives for 
L(~)=-cos OB+~- ; 
A~(~) =-~ [cos(0, +~/-cos 0,1. (AI4) 
Fig. AI. The evolute construction of the barrier. Fig. A2. Surveillance region for case 1. 
We can now solve for the optimal trajectories and obtain 
• / FT'X v2/ F~'~ 
x (T )=( l - - z )s 'n tOB+~-)+f t l - - c°S -v  - 
y( r )=(1- -T )co  Os+ +fs in  v .  (AI5) 
It is also possible to derive the path equations directly from geometric arguments• 
It is easy to show that the barrier is an evolute to a circle of radius v/F centered at (v2/F, 0), see Fig. AI.  The path is 
the trace of the edge B of the radius PB as it is wound on the circumference of that circle. From the geometry (recalling 
the arc length of PD is I) we get 
v 2 v F~ v 2 Fr 
oo 0 ,+ . 
It is easy to verify that (AI6) and (A15) are equivalent, Now we have to distinguish between 3 cases, 
Case, L The barrier meets the y-axis before zs (see Fig. A2), This case prevails when 
v ( i l'~ v 2 
_ v \s  - cos -  v )+~.  (A17) 1 ~(v2 -- 1)'/2 ~> f, 
Case 2 The barrier does not intersect with the y-axis but switches at z~ (see Fig. A3). This case happens when 
At the point S the pursuer switches from a right turn to the left turn and the path continues as the trace of the unwinding 
evolute to the circle of radius v/r centered at (v2/r, 0) until it meets the y-axis. 
Case 3. The barrier ends before z~ but intersects the line x/y = - tan  0 B (see Fig. A4). This case occurs when 
~'v ~n3 -cos -  v +~>l l -F (V2-  F \  +~n-2cos  -I 
~ BinOl ,co~m) 
Fig. A3. Surveillance region for case 2. 
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Fig. A4. Surveillance region for case 3. 
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In [I] it was shown that a "singular" switch can take place at S (see Fig. A4) and a left-turn barrier is again formed 
by the unwinding the evolute of the left circle of radius v/r centered at (-v2/r, 0). The surveillance r gion is now a composite 
barrier with a nonsmooth but nonleaking corner. 
For case 2 we have at L 
V 2 
x(z~) = x, ffi - (1  - %)sin 0 n + -~ (1 - cos 20B), 
0 2 
Y(%) = Ys = - (1  - L)cos 0 B - -~ sin 20 B, 
J~(L) = sin 0 B, 
Jy(%) = -cos 0 B. (A20) 
After the switch the control ~p becomes ~*= - I  and the adjoint equations become 
-F  
• ]~ =- -  J~., J~(~ - L) = sin 0a, 
V 
J, = ~-J, J,(~ - ~)  = -cos  0a ,  
V 
SO 
• I~(~) = sin(OB + ( r -  L) f ) ;  
"r F .  
J y (Q=-cos(O.+ (~- -s ) ; ) ,  (A21) 
and from the evolute geometry 
v F\ {v 2 x~ -L))sin(Oa+ (z x(~) = -~ 
y(r)=Fsin(OB+(r-L)F)-(~sinO,+~+(~-rs))co~O,+(z-L)F) .  (A22) 
When % = (3/21t - 20B)v/F we get the minimal surveillance region of case 3. This parameter b will be indicated by z= and 
we get 
x(%~) = x.  = -(1 - %~)cos On + ~ (I + sin 20n); 
V 2 
Y(L , )  = Y= = -(1 - ~=)sin ea - -~ cos 20n; 
y+,(~.) = cos eB; 
J,+.(z=) ffi sin OB. (A23) 
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so 
After the singular switch: q~* = - 1 and we have to solve 
-Fj 
J" = T ~'' J~(z  - z~s) = sin OB, 
F 
d,, = - J .t ,  J , : (~  - ~)  = -cos  On, 
Y 
and from the evolute geometry 
(A24) 
(A25) 
